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getting started
Use a metal tape measure for accurate measurements. Measure each window separately even if they
appear to be the same size, recording to the nearest ¼”.

choose your mount type
We recommend measuring for both mount types. Both are mounted with a 1¼” deep header.
OUTSIDE MOUNT

INSIDE MOUNT

Mounted to wall or ceiling. Minimizes light
seepage, makes windows appear larger,
and hides uneven frames.

Mounted inside frame must be at least ¾”
deep, 1½” for it to be flush. Suggested if
combining with other treatments.
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measure & calculate size
INCHES

OUTSIDE WIDTH
A

Width of Window including Molding

B

Additional Width Beyond Molding
(0” to align with frame, 2” per side
for blackout) (B x 2)

C

_______
+_______
=_______

INCHES

INSIDE WIDTH
X

Width of Inside Frame
(enter smallest of 3 measurements)

_______

INSIDE LENGTH
Y

Total Width Coverage (A + B)

Length of Inside Frame
(enter largest of 3 measurements)

_______

INSIDE DEPTH

OUTSIDE LENGTH
_______

D

Length of Window incl. Molding

E

Additional Height Above Molding
(1” to 6” suggested or to ceiling)

+_______

F

Total Length (D + E)

=_______
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Z

Depth of the Window Frame
(at least ¾” depth required, 1½”
to sit flush with front of frame)
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order your size
Outside Mount: Enter the Shade Width (C) & Shade Length (F) online.
Inside Mount: Be sure the depth of your window will accomodate an inside mount (see measurement Z
above). Then enter the Width of Inside Frame (X) and Length of Inside Frame (Y) online. If you don’t plan
to close the shade, your length can be shorter than (Y), if you wish it to fully close, be sure it is at least as
long as (Y).
Need additional help Ordering the correct Size?
info@selenescurtain.com We’ll help you determine the
Send the measurements above to your Stylist or to stylist@loomdecor.com.
proper size and put it in your cart.

need help measuring? hire a pro
Contact a Stylist to get introduced to a recommended independent measure + install
professional in your area. Once they’ve measured, they’ll send us a copy of your
measurements, and we’ll contact you to put your order together. Bonus...this
same pro can also install your window treatments!
CONTACT A STYLIST ›
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